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	The Encyclopedia of Management, 5th Edition is an alphabetical reference book covering a comprehensive slate of management concepts. Last published in 2000, this fully revised work represents the latest management theories and practices. Each essay has been revised and new essays have been added to reflect the current state of management. The Encyclopedia’s essays represent an authoritative treatment of the entire field of management, encompassing all the current theories and functional areas of this vast and growing discipline. For the management student, manager, business practitioner, reference librarian, or anyone interested in a better understanding of a business management term or concept, the Encyclopedia should be a first-stop for general information as well as a link to other management concepts, related terms, references, and electronic databases and information sources. It is designed to be a desk reference for everyday business management needs.


	Still another use of the Encyclopedia is in a deeper understanding of one or more key functional areas of management. By using the book as a systematic or a programmed reading of entries in selected categories or cluster areas, the reader can obtain a more thorough, in-depth understanding of key functional areas of management. By reading all the essays for the terms under each heading in the “Guide to Functional-Area Readings”, individuals with a limited business background, a specialty in another management functional area, or a liberal arts education background can gain a broad, general familiarity with the entire scope of the management discipline today in one easy-to-use reference source.


	The field of management is an extremely broad discipline that draws upon concepts and ideas from the physical and social sciences, particularly mathematics, philosophy, sociology, and psychology. Within business, the field of management includes terms and ideas also common to marketing, economics, finance, insurance, transportation, accounting, computer technologies, information systems, engineering, and business law
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Single-Frequency Fiber Lasers (Optical and Fiber Communications Reports)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gives a contemporary overview of the technologies of single-frequency fiber lasers. The development of single-frequency fiber lasers is one of the most significant achievements in the field of laser photonics over the past two decades. Owing to the crucial demands of a laser sources with highly stable single-frequency...
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Graphic Thinking for Architects and DesignersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	The essential design companion-now in an up-to-date new edition For architects, drawing is more than a convenient way to communicate ideas; it is an integral part of the creative process that has a profound impact on thinking and problem-solving. In Graphic Thinking for Architects and Designers, Third Edition, Paul Laseau demonstrates that...
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Radiation Protection In Veterinary Medicine: Recommendations Of The National Council On... (N C R P Report)National Council on Radiation, 2004


	This Report was developed under the auspices of Program Area

	Committee 2 of the National Council on Radiation Protection and

	Measurements (NCRP), the committee concerned with operational

	radiation safety. The Report provides radiation protection guidance

	for the use of ionizing and nonionizing radiation in veterinary practice,...
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Spoken Multimodal Human-Computer Dialogue in Mobile Environments (Text, Speech and Language Technology)Springer, 2005
The ongoing migration of computing and information access from stationary environments to mobile computing devices for eventual use in mobile environments, such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), tablet PCs, next generation mobile phones, and in-car driver assistance systems, poses critical challenges for natural human-computer interaction....
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Programming the Nintendo Game Boy Advance: The Unofficial Guide (Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2005
Develop your own games for the Nintendo Game Boy Advance! Now you can write, compile, and run Game Boy programs right on your Windows desktop! "Programming the Nintendo Game Boy Advance: The Unofficial Guide" will show you how you can use the free HAM SDK to create your own games for the Game Boy Advance. When you?re ready to take the...
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12 Essential Skills for Software ArchitectsAddison Wesley, 2011


	As you start reading this book, I hope you are prepared to keep an open

	mind and are willing to try some new approaches to your daily life.





	My name is Dave Hendricksen, and I have the privilege of being a software

	architect for Thomson Reuters, where the focus of my work is on producing

	intelligent legal...
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